Golden Eagles Renewal Process
Dear former Golden Eagles Member,
Although I am reluctant to disturb your possible wish to remain inactive, we have
recently had a rash of inquiries from other former members as to why they are no
longer receiving Dave’s blast emails, the Golden Contrails magazine and other
“comms” from our group.
The reason is that dues were not paid by the grace period deadline (May 01). Our
bylaws require that we purge anyone delinquent in dues on that date from our
CURRENT rosters, “benefits” etc. So far, you have missed Dave's Monthly Updates,
a few Gone West notices and two Golden Contrails, (the May edition had 12 pages
of convention photos). Fortunately, if you rejoin, you can retrieve all of those from
the website.
When someone realizes that they have “forgotten” to pay (in spite of endless
reminders), and wishes to “re-up”, we are more than happy to welcome them
back…BUT…due to the mechanics of our bulk email system (which complies with
federal anti-spam laws) we can NOT simply add you back into Dave’s email list.
What has to happen is that he sends a form to the member, which MUST then be
completed and emailed back to us from the SENDERS email address to get “resubscribed”.
Honestly, this is a pain in the (you know what) for the former member AND Dave.

Frankly, it seems pretty inconsiderate to make him do that, but he is a nicer guy than
me.
We would LOVE to have you back, but respect your decision if you choose not to rejoin. If you do want to come back and join the frolics, then please go to the website
(www.thegoldeneagles.org) and PAY YOUR DUES. Dave will then send you the form
to resubscribe and you’ll be back in the loop. If you rejoin now, your dues will be
credited for the remainder of this year (2019) and all of next year (through
12/31/2020).
You are all jet pilots…so

this “ain’t that hard”.

Oh yeah, one more thing...we're not perfect so maybe WE are in error regarding your
dues. If so, let us know and we'll fix it.

Gary Small
President-Elect and “all around get stuck with the dirty work guy”

Gary Small
President_Elect@thegoldeneagles.org
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